
 

Meditation Stations have been created at various sites around Camp 
Mimanagish. Visitors are also encouraged to visit the timeline fence set up near 
the fire circle as a place to read and share stories of Mimanagish. 
 
Meditation Stations 
 Arrival Parking Area 
 Manager’s Cabin, Livingston Cabin, and Vesper Hill 
 The Lodge 
 Aspen Grove (Half Moon Hall site) 
 Full Moon Hall and Retreat Wing 
 Playing Fields 
 Lower Cabins and Mount Hawley View 
 Boulder River Trail 
 Gazebo, Little Hudson, and Bath House 
 Mayflower Cabin and Upper Cabins 

Secret Place of the Most High 
 Labyrinth, Chapel, and Fire Circle 



Parking Area Meditation Station 
 
Psalm 121 NRSV 
1 I lift up my eyes to the hills— 
    from where will my help come? 
2 My help comes from the Lord, 
    who made heaven and earth. 
3 He will not let your foot be moved; 
    he who keeps you will not slumber. 
4 He who keeps Israel 
    will neither slumber nor sleep. 
5 The Lord is your keeper; 
    the Lord is your shade at your right hand. 
6 The sun shall not strike you by day, 
    nor the moon by night. 
7 The Lord will keep you from all evil; 
    he will keep your life. 
8 The Lord will keep 
    your going out and your coming in 
    from this time on and forevermore. 
 
No one would design a camp like Mimanagish.   

There is no swimming pool or lake, no athletic field, and the trails around 
camp are full of stub-toe rocks.  All Mimanagish really has is the magic; and that is 
there because no one but God designed it.  

Without all of the amenities of a modern camp where people can lose 
themselves in activities, there is nothing left but to find themselves.  Mimanagish 
has a unique mountain beauty. Its magic lies as much in what is not there as what 
is there.  

Therefore, a week at Mimanagish is a complete retreat from all that we 
come to depend on for our daily comforts. Instead, we find ourselves dependent 
and satisfied by what God has provided.   

The Holy Spirit is part of the camp staff and prefers to work outdoors; so, 
let the camp work for you. Just as you want to take full advantage of the 
individual talents of the rest of your staff members, you will want to tap the full 
potential of the camp. If your program could be worked just as well in some 
church basement, you are probably missing the magic of Mimanagish.  



If the magic works, then there will be tears at go-home time. Campers will 
have had such a great time, met so many new friends, shared so much to 
intimately and discovered so much about themselves and had their minds 
ventilated to new thoughts, that going home will frighten them. They may be 
afraid to return to all the old routines and hassles of home.  Old friendships may 
seem superficial and old routines artificial. Young people who have just 
discovered themselves during a week at camp, may be afraid to return to the old 
environment because they fear they will return to their old self. The magic of a 
camp is to give people a glimpse of what they could be.   

From 1998 Camp Director’s Manual 
 
I putz along at 15 mph up the Boulder Road.  In a freeway culture, it drives crazy 
most of us who leave the pavement behind, becoming an obstacle to overcome 
instead of a transition to be savored. It is the perfect metaphor for the spiritual 
journey that beckons our being, awaiting those who listen to the whispers of 
Spirit in the stillness of a quiet heart… As the day’s last night filters over the 
western peaks, I drive back down the deeply rutted road, content…  
Walking softly upon this sacred ground.   From Tom Norquist, 2010 
 
That place tucked up in the mountains has provided me with faith to look into 
new things down the road and pursue life with God by my side.   
From Tyler Metcalf (Sr. High Camper in 2014) 
 
I could give some account of the rough roads, the difficulty of getting past vast 
flock of sheep every time we went to camp, the personnel, etc. At least one flat 
tire was par for the course when driving to camp. Often times is was two plus a 
punctured oil pan.  From Early camper, Rev. Jack Warford 
 
We arrived at this new Congregational camp about June 22, 1930. We had left 
Malta about 4:00 am the day before. As we recall, there were eight or nine 
passengers in the old Velle automobile (made by International Harvester) with 
bedrolls, tents, tools, first aid, etc. Needless to say, the car was more than 
overloaded. When we arrived at the camp about noon, the Rev. Avery and Rev. 
and Mrs. Pryor of Big Timber were there cooking dinner over an open camp fire. 
Of course, they invited us to share the meal with them, then assisted us in 
locating a camp site for our group, just south of where the chapel now stands.    
                                                         From Rev. Charles Tate “The Tale of Mimanagish”  



 
The Lodge Meditation Station 
 
Ephesians 2 
19 So then you are no longer strangers and 
aliens, but you are citizens with the saints 
and also members of the household of 
God… 
 
In the early 1950’s campers recognized 
the need for an administrative building 
and so the Lodge was funded by 
conference-wide youth and women 
fellowships and completed in 1957. A few 
years later, the fireplace was added. A 
room in the fireplace area became a 
memorial place to remember those who 
had served at Mimanagish over the years. 
In 2018, bedrooms and a composting 
toilet were added. Most of all, the Lodge 
is place of laughter, creativity and games. 
 
Camp, to me, is the best place on earth. 
Camp has shaped the person I am today 
and the life I lead. From forming my 
personality and self-worth to helping me 
find the career choice that is right for me. 
Camp has given me my most closest, and 
deep friendships that will be there 
forever. Camp means safety and no 
judgement. Camp is where I feel and hear 
God through nature and the campers 
young and old.   
From 2007 Camp Brochure, age 26, 16 years at camp 
 

 

 

 



Aspen Grove (Half Moon site) Meditation Station 
 
1 Timothy 2:5-7 
5 I am reminded of your sincere faith, a faith that lived first in your grandmother 
Lois and your mother Eunice and now, I am sure, lives in you. 6 For this reason I 
remind you to rekindle the gift of God that is within you through the laying on of 
my hands; 7 for God did not give us a spirit of cowardice, but rather a spirit of 
power and of love and of self-discipline. 
 
 
In 1931 “Half Moon Hall” was built as a 
dining hall and gathering room. It was 
expanded in 1939 by adding a kitchen 
and additional seating room.  A 
commitment made in 1948 to replace 
Half Moon by 1954 took hold in the 
mid-1970’s. 
 
 
In the 1971 Mimanagish Report: “The 
Half Moon Dining Hall stands only out 
of habit…even the timbers it rests on 
are rotted.  The old wood stove had 
finally burned through to the floor. 
 
Our days at Camp Mimanagish formally 
began with flag-raising in front of the 
mess hall. We were still in the shadow 
of the Stillwater Divide, but as we faced 
west the sun was bright. Sometimes 
there was a bit of fog but my memory 
of is gorgeous sunshine pouring down, 
patches of snow in the highest valleys 
and spring flowers under foot.   
From “Summer of ’46” Bob Niehaus 
 



I step on the bottom step of Half Moon—the step with MIMANAGISH traced in 
the concrete.   
I look up at the wooden sign over the door; HALF MOON, it reads.  
I walk up the other two steps and go through the door as I have so many times 
before...  
 

This time, though, I step onto 2x6 floor supports. They are all that remains. 
The floor boards are gone. The floor boards that supported me while I ate and 
listened to the rain fall on the roof.  The floor boards that supported me while I 
learned to song-lead by leading songs. The floor board I walked on while serving 
on dish crew…The ground underneath is littered with shards of wood, wire and 
nails.   

 
Half Moon is setting—being torn down by determined hands and hard 

tools. Memories flood my mind, tears my eyes, carried along in the pain of letting 
go.  I am as a statue—unable to move. My past is crumbling around me, and I 
have nowhere to go.  I can’t stay here any longer—but where do I go?   

 
When to my ears come the strains of “Oh Vreneli, my pretty one, pray tell 

me where’s your home…”  coming from FULL MOON, the new dining hall that is 
15 yards east of Half Moon. The rest of the camp is inside, and having finished 
breakfast, they’re doing some after-the-meal-round-the-table singing.  

 
My eyes fill again, only this time with tears of recognition and joy. I am 

transformed from a statue to life and movement again…the singing subsides, the 
doors fairly burst open, and from my spot in the remains of Half Moon I can see 
life streaming out of Full Moon.  
 
I feel my own life flowing in concert 
with what I am seeing.  
Half Moon is setting.  
Full Moon is rising.  
I have my memories and the richness of my rooted past.  
I leave the suddenly cold shade of Half Moon and sit on a rock.   
I can feel the warmth of the morning sun on my back.    
From Rev. Bob Stickney, 1977 
 

 



Full Moon Meditation Station 
 
Matthew 25 
35 for I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me 
something to drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed me… 

 
Built through a lot of volunteer 
labor, Full Moon Dinning hall 
and retreat wing replaced Half 
Moon in 1977. 
 
While many improvements had 
been made through the years 
at Camp Mimanagish, in 1974 
the dining hall, called Half 
Moon, was in a sorry state and 
had been condemned by the 
Forest Service. A great 
Mimanagish event at Rocky 
Mountain College with 160 in 
attendance, affirmed the idea 
of the building of the Full 
Moon, and funds began to 
come in.  This building, 
dedicated in 1977, not only 
provided a modern kitchen, a 
much larger dining room, but a 
retreat room, two bedrooms 
and two baths.  From 2001 
Conference History paper 
 

The ”good” news is that we have accomplished the near impossible and have 
completed the basic construction as authorized… With much sweat and agony 
and, at times, tears of frustration, the basic log building is “on site” with only the 
roof needing completion, to be done early this spring. There were many cost 
overruns, particularly in labor costs, but we were able to stay within the approved 
and authorized expenditure ($55,000) by the many generous suppliers of 



materials and persistent committee members refused to let lack of volunteers 
and weather interfere with progress.  It seems that, always at the darkest, 
contributions and volunteers appeared, for which we are most grateful.   
                                   From 1977 Full Moon Construction Committee report 
 
Marvin Pelo would fry fish for the Saturday morning fish feed. One year in the 
mid- 1990’s when the fishing was sparse, there were just enough fish to go 
around.  But one of the fish went down the drain in the kitchen.  Recruiting the 
help of Camp Manager, Dan Peterson, Dan opened up the plumbing to the sink to 
retrieve the lost fish. 
 
Investment in Full Moon continued over the years, and provided an opportunity 
to Tom Norquist to put his craftsmanship to remodeling the retreat rooms with 
log furniture. Ever industrious and also known for his solid construction skills, Bob 
Staigmiller built our solid dining room tables from old doors. 
 
The old ice box from the Half Moon dining hall now serves as a game’s cabinet. 
We might wish we had it back for all the trouble our modern walk-in 
cooler/freezer has made over the years. 
 
One of the hazards of group volunteer construction is that every individual has 
their favorite material and method of building. Thus, the plumbing system is a 
mixture of copper, iron, and plastic piping. A repair to this system last year blew 
out some older pipes and flooded the floors! There is a new floor and sub-floor, 
now, though. 
 

 

 

Full Moon carving crafted by  
Rev. Bill Hawk and presented    
to Camp Mimanagish at the    
2018 Clergy and Spouse retreat 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Playing Fields Meditation Station 
 
Psalm 8 NRSV 
1 O Lord, our Sovereign, 
    how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory above the heavens.  
2     Out of the mouths of babes and infants 
you have founded a bulwark because of your 
foes, to silence the enemy and the avenger. 
3 When I look at your heavens, the work of 
your fingers, 
    the moon and the stars that you have 
established; 
4 what are human beings that you are 
mindful of them, mortals that you care for 
them? 
5 Yet you have made them a little lower than God,  
    and crowned them with glory and honor. 
6 You have given them dominion over the works of your hands; 
    you have put all things under their feet, 
7 all sheep and oxen, and also the beasts of the field, 
8 the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea, 
    whatever passes along the paths of the seas. 
9 O Lord, our Sovereign, 
    how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
 
Several traditions have developed at Camp Mimanagish over the years. 
Sometimes campers experience something with which they strongly connect, and, 
if it happens more than once, it becomes a tradition!  We are always in the 
process of taking a look at traditions to determine whether or not they have 
become “traditionalisms.” Traditionalisms can exemplify exaggerated respect for 
traditions, some of which, upon taking a closer look, we may deem particularly 
unhelpful.  From Camp Director Manual 1998 
 
The place of the singing waters calls us back… to listen to the river, to see the 
stars, to smell the pine… to walk in community… to know Whose we are.   
From 1999 brochure 
 



Lower Camp and Mount Hawley View Meditation Station 
 
Isaiah 40 
3 A voice cries out: 
“In the wilderness prepare the way of the Lord, 
    make straight in the desert a highway for our 
God. 
4 Every valley shall be lifted up, 
    and every mountain and hill be made low; 
the uneven ground shall become level, 
    and the rough places a plain. 
5 Then the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, 
    and all people shall see it together, 
    for the mouth of the Lord has spoken.” 
 
A microburst leveled lower camp uprooting 
hundreds of trees and Froid Lake Cabin was 
destroyed. Over the winter, the forest service 
removed the trees but left behind tens of thousands of branches…the cleanup 
was overwhelming to consider. Somehow, the Missoula congregation got word of 
this dilemma and reached out to help. Together we spent three days picking up 
branches, racking the Land, burning stumps. Together, we nurtured and began 
the healing process for the Land, and by doing so, we unknowingly began healing 
broken places in ourselves.  From Tom Norquist, Camp Director 2012 
 
Genesis 1 
1 In the beginning when God created the heavens and the earth, 2 the earth was a 
formless void and darkness covered the face of the deep, while a wind from 
God swept over the face of the waters. 3 Then God said, “Let there be light”; and 
there was light. 4 And God saw that the light was good; and God separated the 
light from the darkness. 5 God called the light Day, and the darkness he called 
Night. And there was evening and there was morning, the first day. 6 And God 
said, “Let there be a dome in the midst of the waters, and let it separate the 
waters from the waters.” 7 So God made the dome and separated the waters that 
were under the dome from the waters that were above the dome. And it was 
so. 8 God called the dome Sky… 
 



The snow is covering the hallowed ground that nourished and, in many cases, 
healed the young and old that were fortunate enough to tread upon it this last 
year. Slumbering itself as it restores and recharges for another season.  
from Robert Shy, COM Chair, 2014 
 

On about the 8th or 9th day came the “hike up the Stillwater Divide,” one of 
the camp highlights.  The schedule was revised to have an early lunch, children 
under 8 and older campers were not allowed to go, as well as anyone with serious 
health problems. This was a higher elevation trail hike and 3 ½ miles from valley 
to summit.  Piling everyone into cars we drove south toward Boulder Canyon’s 
end for several miles and parked cars where the valley flattened out into 
mountain meadows.   

Crossing the Boulder Creek on the large rock which gave it its name we 
started to climb. Experienced hikers led the group, keeping the pace down from 
the start. Soon the slope would slow everyone down, and we came to the place 
where the trail was a zig-zag affair, back and forth, up the mountain.  There was 
real excitement when in the soft earth above the rivulets carrying melted snow 
water down the slope there were mountain lion tracks!  “Old hands” gave their 
estimate of the size and weight of the animal who left the “mark.” They felt it was 
a large male!  We agreed? 

At the sides of these little streams were the brightest assortment of small 
mountain flowers, blues, yellows, purples, and an occasional bright red. It was 
spring in August in the high Rockies.  Allowing the water to run over our heavy 
shoes we immediately felt how cold it was, and clear enough to drink.  Only hour 
before it had been an icy snow pack in some depression on the slope. 

The higher we climbed the sharper the cut backs on the trail and the slower 
the pace. Even the “impatient eager beavers” of the lower portions of the trail 
were ready for rest stops at 20-minute intervals. Resting gave us a chance to look 
many miles west to the Yellowstone Divide. A panoramic view, indeed, with “our” 
herd of sheep merely a cream-colored “blob” on the green slope opposite. 

It was now well past mid-afternoon and we were hundreds of feet and 
many zig-zags from the ridge.  Apparently, some camp groups made it to the top. 
Reluctantly our leaders turned us around and headed downward. And, while 
going down was easier than climbing, it was far from a pell-mell rush down the 
slope.  Muscles in the backs of the calves and thighs told us how steep was pitch, 
as they “tightened up” on us. We actually needed to rest coming down.   

From Robert Niehaus, written in 1991 about 1946 visit 
 



Boulder River Trail Meditation Station 
 
Jeremiah 31 
8 See, I am going to bring them from the land of 
the north, 
    and gather them from the farthest parts of 
the earth, 
among them the blind and the lame, 
    those with child and those in labor, together; 
    a great company, they shall return here. 
9 With weeping they shall come, 
    and with consolations[a] I will lead them back, 
I will let them walk by brooks of water, 
    in a straight path in which they shall not 
stumble; 
for I have become a father to Israel, 
    and Ephraim is my firstborn. 
10 Hear the word of the Lord, O nations, 
    and declare it in the coastlands far away; 
say, “He who scattered Israel will gather him, 
    and will keep him as a shepherd a flock.” 
 
At first, we had no name, so for several days it became quite a subject with every 
delegation offering suggestions.  Finally, the Rev. Dr. Frank Lincoln Moore 
suggested Mimanagish.  It is an Indian word meaning “Singing Waters.”  
 
The idea of a river trail had been tossed around for a number of years. Of all the 
camps on the Boulder, Mimanagish is the only one which has direct access to the 
river, and yet, our access was inaccessible. The focus of this year’s kick off camp 
would be to begin the river trail… I emphasized that creativity was a part of this 
experience, look around, there’s beauty everywhere, use your imagination.  The 
forest opened up and a trail defined with strewn rocks and boulders began to 
form. A bench sawed from a fallen log over looks a serene spot in the river, 
branch sculptures begin to appear in unlikely spots, river rocks balanced delicately 
one upon another sit atop stumps. We listen to each other’s stories, we listen to 
the river, then we laugh.   
                                    From Tom Norquist, 2014 Friends of Mimanagish newsletter 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Jeremiah+31:8-10&version=NRSV#fen-NRSV-19701a


Rev. Lynne Spencer-Smith imagined a zip-line this summer (2019) to ferry camper 
down from the Lookout Point trail after a strenuous hike. It had been tried before: 
 

It was many years before the National Forest Service built the bridge across 
the Boulder just below the north end of camp; probably sometime in the mid 
1980s. I thought it would provide a lot of new program options if we had access to 
the land and trails on the other side of the river from camp. As director of the 
senior high session I planned a work project for campers. We would build a zip 
line across the river. There were fewer concerns about liability in those days. 

With the help of the counselors we had chosen a location just below 
Roaring Waters Cabin, designed a construction plan and assembled tools and 
supplies. The cable would cross in two sections with a landing on a small island 
about two thirds of the way across. Immediately after campers arrived, registered 
and got moved into their cabins they reported to the river bank and were 
assigned a job. As the afternoon wore on the work crew got bigger and bigger. 
Everyone had a job and quickly bought into the vision. It was work but it was fun. 

By noon of the first full day of camp the zip line was complete and ready for 
use. In truth it never did really zip. It served more as a way of keeping a commuter 
out of the water while they were pulled across by rope in one direction or the 
other by someone on the opposite shore. One by one campers and staff took 
their turn riding the cable safely across the rapids to the other side. It was fun and 
exciting. Then we all hiked up to the high meadow where we played games, sang 
songs and celebrated our presence in God’s miraculous creation. 

It was on the return that the problems began.  The first ones across had no 
trouble; but with each user the supporting apparatus became a little more 
unstable. Eventually people were not zipping over the water but just trying to use 
the cable to keep from getting wet. Finally, they were getting wet. It was 
treacherous and scary. Getting everyone back to camp became more like a rescue 
mission than a thrilling afternoon. Our fantastic creation was no longer useable 
and we took it down for safety’s sake. 

But, like every unsuccessful venture, our effort was not a failure. It was like 
searching for silver and finding gold. There was treasure in the lessons we learned 
from the attempt. Where we had not built a workable zip line we had built a 
team. We had shared a vision, a common goal and a coordinated effort. Through 
our attempt at building a zip line we created a community that zipped through 
the rest of the week’s program with a shared spirit that we could all recognize as 
the communion of Christ’s beloved people.  From Rev. Bob Miller 



 
 
Gazebo, Little Hudson Stream, and Bath House Meditation Station 
 
Revelation 22:1-3 NRSV 
Then the angel showed me the river of the water of life, bright as crystal, flowing 
from the throne of God and of the Lamb 2 through the middle of the street of the 
city. On either side of the river is the tree of life with its twelve kinds of fruit, 
producing its fruit each month; and the leaves of the tree are for the healing of 
the nations. 3 Nothing accursed will be found there anymore. 
 
John 9:1-8 
9 As he walked along, he saw a man blind from birth. 2 His disciples asked him, 
“Rabbi, who sinned, this man or his parents, that he was born blind?” 3 Jesus 
answered, “Neither this man nor his parents sinned; he was born blind so that 
God’s works might be revealed in him. 4 We[a] must work the works of him who 
sent me[b] while it is day; night is coming when no one can work. 5 As long as I am 
in the world, I am the light of the world.” 6 When he had said this, he spat on the 
ground and made mud with the saliva and spread the mud on the man’s 
eyes, 7 saying to him, “Go, wash in the pool of Siloam” (which means Sent). Then 
he went and washed and came back able to see. 
 
In 1936 steam pipe flue was purchased from the Northern Pacific Railroad for 10 
cents a foot and water was piped into the grounds. 
 
What to Bring   
Camp clothing, towels, toilet articles, note books, Bible, flashlight, spending 
money for candy and books; sleeping accommodations—tents, camp cots, plenty 
of blankets or sleeping bag for cold nights. A few tents are available for renting for 
those who arrange in advance. Water buckets and was basins are needed in each 
delegation.  Musical instruments and cameras add interest.  There will be no 
swimming. Straw will be available for filling ticks to make straw mattresses. 

From 1948 Camp Brochure 
 
Water was taken from the river.  In the early 1960’s a 10,000-gallon septic system 
and shower/toilet house was added in 1962 using volunteer work crews. 
 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+9&version=NRSV#fen-NRSV-26434a
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+9&version=NRSV#fen-NRSV-26434b


During the first years, “sanitary facilities” were simply dug into the ground and 
upright posts set around them with burlap bags hung on them. Much credit 
should be given to Dr. Rice who always rose before day with a large can of 
chlorinated lime which he furtively dropped inside each topless enclosure.   

From Rev. Jack Warford recollections written in 1967 
 
We had no tables to be used as wash stands. Some 
brought apple or orange crates, but others with Boy 
Scout training gathered small logs, peeled them, cut 
them to size and lashed them together. They worked 
very well to hold our communal wash basin, soap, 
bucket for water, and small mirror.  We used larger 
logs and rocks for benches…  
 
Showers were a luxury! The men built a shower 
house with 2 side rooms—one for the ladies—one 
for the gents—and a boiler room between.  The 
boiler had to be fed constantly, so each person who 
came to take a shower put in a log and then sat 
down on the little hill (now behind Big Timber cabin) 
and waited in a long line for a turn.  No one was 
allowed to linger in the shower. The singing was 
done by those waiting in line.    
From Jean Howlett, Remembrances from 1941 - 1962 
 

 

Gazebo 
The fantastic magic about giving is that it is contagious. The excitement grows as 
others see what’s happening and want to share in the joy of being part of this 
new vision.  Your gift keeps multiplying through them again and again. It is 
literally the story of Jesus feeding the five thousand. Beginning last summer and 
through this winter your gift has been used to build a new gazebo in the heart of 
the grounds…though you are thousands of miles away, you are touching so many 
lives here in Montana.   
From Tom Norquist in 2013 letter to Susan and David Holt for their years of 
generosity in gifting Camp Mimanagish 
 

 



Mayflower Cabin and Upper Cabins Meditation Station 
 
Exodus 33 
13 Now if I have found favor in your sight, show me your ways, so that I may know 
you and find favor in your sight. Consider too that this nation is your 
people.” 14 He said, “My presence will go with you, and I will give you rest.” 
 
You’re it! You are the counselor for the young people who come to Mimanagish 
seeking the Spirit. You are their advocate. You speak for them to promote the 
divine image of God within each of them. You represent and witness to the Living 
Christ. Yours is a sacred and holy responsibility.  Your job as counselor is at once 
both far more difficult and much easier than you ever imagined. It is difficult 
because, like parenthood, you will be totally unprepared for the most profoundly 
inspirational moments. But it is easy because those are the moments of 
enlightenment when you can sense of Holy Spirit using you.   

From Counselor Manual, Rev. Bob Miller, 2002 
 
I spent one precious week each year from 4th grade to 12th grade at Camp 
Mimanagish. It was not only the highlight of my summer, but of my year.  
Although I have not been back in 12 years now, the camp songs still sing in my 
heart and the sound of the river and the dinner bell sound in my ears.  I was there 
when an elderly gentleman Marvin spent many summers as a counselor, and his 
squirrel songs and dear heart are still fresh in my mind.  I made some of my 
dearest childhood friends and some of my most treasured childhood memories in 
this place.  Not only was it a place to check in with myself and see my growth each 
year, but it was there that I first felt closest to God and began my faith journey. As 
a high-schooler, this place grounded me in a sense I could only achieve there. 
Some of the counselors were incredibly influential during challenging adolescent 
years. I can only imagine how many people over the years can say these very 
things.  It truly is a sacred place.  From Kate Lowe (Stevens) 2012 
 
We set up our tents in communities, built our own camp fire area for our town 
campers to have their own campfire experiences after the large campfire on the 
“hill.”  Once we whitewashed the rocks that formed the “boundaries” for each 
little community, and the campfire boundary, but had to wash them off at the 
request of the forest service because they detracted from our nature setting.      
                                     From Jean Howlett’s remembrances 1941-1962 
  



Secret Place of the Most High 
 
Psalm 23 
1 The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want. 
2     He makes me lie down in green pastures; 
he leads me beside still waters;  
3     he restores my soul.  
He leads me in right paths 
    for his name’s sake. 
4 Even though I walk through the darkest 
valley,  
    I fear no evil; 
for you are with me; 
    your rod and your staff— 
    they comfort me. 
5 You prepare a table before me 
    in the presence of my enemies; 
you anoint my head with oil; 
    my cup overflows. 
6 Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me 
    all the days of my life, 
and I shall dwell in the house of the Lord 
    my whole life long.  
 
 
In the second season of camp, as stone altar 
was built at the Secret Place of the Most 
High. It was place a solemn fire-torch lit 
processionals where campers “dedicated 
themselves to the ideals created at camp.”   
1938 message 
 
The Secret Place of the Most High was set up by Rev. Jack Warford during one of 
our chapel flooring sessions. Charley Martin and I were in on it, too. The thing I 
remember about this was the beauty of the place, melting snow, blooming 
flowers, gurgling brooks and streams everywhere.  This was truly “God’s world.”             
                             From Rev. Charles Tate “A Tale of Mimanagish” 



 
New camper in 2019, “is this where Jesus is buried?” 
 
We were married here in 1986. Karen was the camp nurse and drove the bus to 
Glendive.  One councilor didn’t show up and I happened to come up to visit, so 
they asked me if I would fill in.  I had never done this, but I said okay.  We had 
such a great time with the kids that we decided to get married here.  They all 
participated such as baking a cake, one girl sang beautifully, another did a reading 
and cried.  It was Saturday, end of camp. We had a small reception, and everyone 
scattered.  From Bud and Karen Pile 
 
Rev. Floyd Conner, our conference minister, found inspirational pieces of poetry 
and scripture and typed them on little cards which he tacked to trees on the path 
leading to the Secret Place of the Most High. During camp, each camper was to 
climb alone up the path, pause and read the messages on the cards and rest a bit, 
then be ready to meditate at the rock altar with the cross on it. There was a Bible 
in a box for anyone who wanted to do further reading for mediation.   
From Jean Howlett 
 

One of our early campers, the Rev. Thomas MacAmant introduced the Padaran in 
1931.  They built a stone altar…and an opening was made to contain a can or glass 
jar in which each camp left a record of this year’s camp to next year’s camp. It 
would be opened and read at the first evening camp fire of next year’s camp.  
There were usually some variations to the opening of camp each year.  The 
annual camp was officially opened with a torch-light processional, and in reverse, 
it was closed at the end of camp. A new Padaran (message for next year’s camp) 
was written and left buried in the altar to be found next year.  Everyone had a 
small lighted faggot, and as we marched by the altar each one caste his or her 
faggot on the fire. Of course, this was all done to the singing or camp songs and 
part of it in silence.  Each day’s camp was ended with a camp fire circle and 
usually the blowing or singing of taps and then returning to our camp for the 
night.  From Rev. Charles Tate “The Tale of Camp Mimanagish” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Managers Cabin and Livingston Cabin Meditation Station 
 
Mark 6 
30 The apostles gathered around Jesus, and told him all that they had done and 
taught. 31 He said to them, “Come away to a deserted place all by yourselves and 
rest a while.” For many were coming and going, and they had no leisure even to 
eat. 32 And they went away in the boat to a deserted place by themselves. 
 
Partial list of Camp Directors, Managers and Staff in various years 
Rev. C.H. Conner 
Rev. David McKechnie, 1947 
Rev. Kirk Dewey, 1948 
Rev. Lawrence Anderson, 1949 
Rev. Walter Spencer, 1950 
Rev. J. Ford Forsyth, 1951-52 
Rev. Arthur Seebart, 1953 
Ralph Johnson, 1960-68 
Wallace McCrum, 1973 
Ted and Susan Huffman, 1975-76  
Rev. Bill Tibbs, 1977 
Rev. Terrence Ryan, 1978 
Gregg    1981 
Jeff Stickney, 1981 
Nancy Collins, 1982 
Judy Holcomb, 1984 
Carol Pedula, 1986-87 
Rev. David Munson, 1988 

Claudia Fife and Richard Overby 
Rev. Bob Thaden, 1990 
Doug Pierce   1991- 92 
David Overturf 
Dan Petersen 
Dick Weaver 
Cathy Barker 
Kim Harris 
Marcia Warner 
Jonna Mandeville 
Tom Norquist, 2011-15 
Abraham Mulberry, 2016 
Jeff Caton 
Josie Caton, 2017-18 
Alison Sanchez-Claudio, 2019 
Nate Podganjy, 2019 
Trudi Downer

 

Mark 10 
28 Peter began to say to him, “Look, we have left everything and followed 
you.” 29 Jesus said, “Truly I tell you, there is no one who has left house or brothers 
or sisters or mother or father or children or fields, for my sake and for the sake of 
the good news, 30 who will not receive a hundredfold now in this age—houses, 
brothers and sisters, mothers and children, and fields, with persecutions—and in 
the age to come eternal life. 
 
Livingston Cabin has often been used for staff housing and as a nurse station. 
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We had 220 people at the Conference camp. No regular nurse except the services 
of Mary Jane of Columbus and some of the ministers. There were strained ankles, 
cuts, sore throats, chills and diarrhea and to top it off, a rock slide started by 
some kids on a mountain climbing expedition up the west slope resulted in a 
twelve-year-old boy having a deep gash back of the knee, requiring stitches. A 9-
year-old boy was thrown into the air by a bounding stone, a finger cut but not 
seriously and a girl's head was cut by a glancing stone. The first we knew of all of 
this at camp was when two boys came down in record time to get the stretcher 
and 4 bearers to bring Bob down the mountain. We watched all evening for signs 
of the party and toward 9:00 we saw the flash lights as they came down toward 
us. Meantime, I was helping Mary Jane and we were having our own troubles. A 
girl was hit on the head by a. tent pole which came down in a fracas and there 
were a number of sore throats and upset stomachs. 

They got the boy down at about 10:30. It was evident he needed a doctor, 
so someone drove in to Big Timber to get Dr. Baskett. He got back to us about 
midnight, took some stitches in the boy's leg and cared for our other ailing 
people. It then was 2:00 A.M. I had put young George to bed with some medicine, 
so I left the nurse's tent for our own. After I got to sleep young George rolled off 
his bed and on out of the tent with all of his bed clothes. That was a good finish! 
We got through the rest of 'the week with 2 smashed fingers and a wood tick and 
some Sniffles. In spite of all of this, it was a good camp. We had lots of fun, singing 
at meals, stunt night, wonderful leadership in classes and programs, and lots of 
good food.      From Mrs. George Stickney, 1951 
 

 

 

 

Vesper Hill Meditation Station 
 
Exodus 49 
26 The blessings of God 
    are stronger than the blessings 
of the eternal mountains, 
    the bounties of the everlasting 
hills; 
 

 

 

 



Labyrinth, Chapel, and Fire Circle Meditation Station 
 
Labyrinth   
2 Esdras 8 
38 For indeed I will not concern myself about the fashioning of those who have 
sinned, or about their death, their judgment, or their destruction; 39 but I will 
rejoice over the creation of the righteous, over their pilgrimage also, and their 
salvation, and their receiving their reward. 
 
Camp Themes 
1970 Happiness is…   1984 Roots and Visions 
1973 Come Alive    1985 Sow Seeds—Trust the Promise 
1980 Beginnings without End  1993 Place of the Singing Waters 
1981 The Word and the Wilderness 2019 Breaking Down Walls 
 
Chapel 
Exodus 15 

17 You brought them in and planted them on the mountain of your own 
possession, the place, O Lord, that you made your abode, the sanctuary, O Lord, 
that your hands have established. 
 
Construction of the chapel was a multi-year project that was completed in 1937 
as campers spent a few years cutting, and peeling logs. Remodeling in 2003 
opened up a window the to the south with a view of Mt. Hawley.  In 2018 a 
structural engineer got reported that the foundation was in excellent shape. 
 
--written by Rev. Bob Thaden for dedication of Chapel remodel in 2003 
Thanks for these servants, humble and brave, 
God, may we lift up all those who gave, 
And may the prayers of our hearts always be, 
Thanks for these servants, bless all these servants, 
Thanks for these servants, today! 

Thanks for these places, simple and grand, 
Awesome, majestic, God’s own sacred land, 
And may the prayers of our hearts always be, 
Thanks for these places, bless all these places, 
Thanks for these places, today! 



Thank God for times when we’ve cut loose the bands, 
Binding our hears and preventing joined hands, 
So, may the prayers of our hearts always be, 
Thanks for these ventures, bless these adventures, 
Moments held sacred today! 

Thank God for windows, light streaming through, 
So, love has shone here, happiness too! 
So now this chapel we offer to you— 
Servants and places, 
Ventures and faces, 
We dedicate them to you! 

 
Fire Circle      Acts 2:2-4, 17-20 
2 And suddenly from heaven there came a sound like the 
rush of a violent wind, and it filled the entire house where 
they were sitting. 3 Divided tongues, as of fire, appeared 
among them, and a tongue rested on each of them. 4 All 
of them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to 
speak in other languages, as the Spirit gave them ability. 
 
At first the camp fire was down by the river, but later it was moved to a point 
further back.  This move got us away from the noise of the river; it was more 
accessible and closer to more fire wood.   From Rev. Charles Tate 
 
Original Camp Mimanagish Song, Frank Lincoln Moore (tune: Tritomba) 
When the mountain top through purple mist is glowing 
And the wood faith green is showing, 
When the merry ripple all the brooks are flowing, 
Then must I be on my way, Mimanagish, Mimanagish, 
All the world is calling, calling to me so. 
Mimanagish, Mimanagish, Mimanagish, I must go! 

When the morning dew is still on petal clinging, 
And the lark his song is flinging, 
O’er my shoulder stick and bundle gaily slinging, 
To the road I make my way, Mimanagish, Mimanagish. 
With my lusty song the country side will ring,  
Mimanagish, Mimanagish, I must sing! 


